As populations spread into new territory, environmental heterogeneities can shape the population front and genetic composition. We study here the effect of one important building block of inhomogeneous environments, compact obstacles. With a combination of experiments, theory, and simulation, we show how isolated obstacles both create long-lived distortions of the front shape and amplify the effect of genetic drift.
privileges alleles that just miss an obstacle's edges, an example of 'geometry-enhanced 48 genetic drift'. This goes along with a characteristic change in the ancestry of individuals 49 at the front which can be understood using the front's dynamics. In addition to the 50 phenomenological model of front shape, we study a reaction-diffusion model which 51 enables us to compare experiments and model in more detail and to understand the 52 utility of the constant speed in situations that extend beyond the experimental system 53 studied here. 54 To derive these findings, we combine an analytical model, simulations, and 55 experiments. While the experiments are the basis for theoretical work, they also allow us 56 to test theoretical predictions. The analytical model provides the opportunity to make 57 predictions for a variety of environments and length scales while simulations are used to 58 explore regimes not accessible to analytical solutions. In addition to using established 59 theoretical and experimental methods to study expanding populations, we present a 60 new laboratory model system which allows us to quantitatively study population spread 61 in heterogeneous environments: the expansion of bacterial viruses (bacteriophage) on a 62 lawn of sensitive and resistant bacteria. Patches of resistant bacteria represent obstacles 63 to the spread of the phage and can be generated using a printing technique, allowing us 64 to quantitatively test predictions and offering the prospect of studying demographic and 65 evolutionary processes in more complex, yet well-defined environments. 66 
Results

67
Heterogeneous environments with binary growth conditions 68 We want to understand what happens when expanding populations confront 69 environmental heterogeneities. For simplicity, assume that at each point the 70 environment is a high quality habitat (large growth rate at population density well 71 below carrying capacity) or a low quality habitat (very small or zero growth rate). If ρ 72 is the fraction of the environment that allows growth, we can distinguish between two 73 scenarios: For 0 < ρ 1/2, the 'island scenario', a largely inhospitable environment is 74 interrupted by islands or oases of growth; in contrast, for 1/2 ρ < 1, the 'lake its size, shape, and spatial arrangement is expected to greatly influence the shape of the 88 front on the length scale of the size of the habitat invaded (bottom of Fig. 1A) . Below, 89 we demonstrate that in addition the linear feature size of obstacles, L, governs their 90 effect on the population front at the scale of individual obstacles. 91 Figure 1 . Plaque growth on a heterogeneous bacterial lawn. (A) Classification of environments composed of regions that permit or prohibit reproduction based on the area fraction of favorable habitat ρ and number N of features of linear size L. The features are embedded in the environment accessible to the spreading population. In this work, we focus on the 'lake scenario', i.e., regions that prohibit growth (red) distributed in an environment that permits growth (yellow). (B) Bacteriophage as an experimental model for expansion in heterogeneous environments: for bacteriophage T7, a lawn of susceptible E. coli (wild-type, WT) represents an environment of good growth conditions (yellow fluorescent marker), while a region with resistant E. coli (waaC∆, red fluorescent marker) represents poor growth conditions. (C) Bacteriophage innoculation on a heterogeneous lawn. After inoculation with a carrier fluid that evaporates quickly, a mixture of susceptible and resistant cells grows into micro-colonies representing an environment with a large number of obstacles to phage growth (similar to A, upper right). Right before the colony was imaged, phage T7 was inoculated on the left part of the lawn, at the location indicated by the arrow.
(The black gaps inside the lawn represent the absence of bacteria and are filled in in the course of the experiment.) (D) Bacteriophage spread on a heterogeneous lawn. After approximately 12 hours, the plaque (dark region due to lysis of bacteria) has extended through about half of the colony, almost exclusively affecting the susceptible part of the lawn (yellow). The regions of resistant bacteria cause transient perturbations in the front of the phage population, as seen in the close-up of the region indicated with a gray arrow. See S1 Video and S2 Video for more information.
Transient perturbations of plaque boundary by obstacles 92 To explore the effects of obstacles on the population front dynamics, we employed a Fig. 1D . The fluorescent images have been superimposed on a brightfield image to enhance visibility of the front, white dots have been manually included as guide to the eye. (B-F) Constructing the front shape encountering a rhombus-shaped obstacle using the constant speed model. Blue arrows have equal length and indicate the distance and direction of front movement over small time interval. Panels B to D illustrate how the front is broken as it encounters the obstacle and then curves around on the far side of the obstacle. Panels E to F show how a kink of size ∆, which forms when the disrupted front reunites, heals downstream from the obstacle due to the radius of the circular region that defines the perturbed front increasing with position d as the front moves beyond the obstacle. (G) Superimposition of the fronts in panels B to F (compare black lines in Fig. 4A ,C) with blue lines indicating the path of a virtual marker at the front. For a lightly shaded rhombus with same width, larger height, the shape of the front is unchanged (but the circular arcs are shorter and the kink forms later). width 2w, the arcs from the two sides meet and a kink forms after the front has traveled 148 a distance √ w 2 + h 2 beyond the point of maximum width. (F) The kink then heals due 149 to the increasing radii of the circular segments, i.e., the size of the indent ∆ decreases 150 (∆(d) ∼ 1/d for large "downstream" distances d, where d is the distance, perpendicular 151 to the front from the widest point of the obstacle to the unperturbed portion of the 152 front, see below). Fig. 2G shows that the height of the rhombic obstacle does not play a 153 role in determining front shape and thus the size of the indent while the kink heals: For 154 an obstacle which is taller (light red rhombus), the kink forms later and the circular arc 155 where it forms is correspondingly shorter, but the shape of the downstream kink is indeed independent of h and shows the same functional behavior if all lengths are 160 expressed in units of w (see also the S1 Appendix):
Counterintuitively, the width of the obstacle thus is a more important predictor of 162 downstream front shape than obstacle height. For rhombus-shaped obstacles, obstacle 163 height determines where the kink forms, but not the shape of the front after formation 164 of the kink. Both w and h determine the linear feature size L introduced above 165 ( Fig. 1A ). Below, we will discuss more general obstacle shapes and the influence of L on 166 the applicability of the constant speed model.
167
Testing the constant speed model using printed environments 168 To test the predictions of the constant speed model, we designed an assay that allowed 169 linear fronts of expanding phage populations to encounter obstacles of defined shape.
170
We modified a method that used a consumer inkjet printer to print sugar solutions [28] 171 to deposit bacteria in defined patterns on agar surfaces (such as was done using 172 custom-made equipment [29] ). The printer produces a field of bacteria on a rectangular 173 (3.5 × 2 cm 2 ) agar patch at sub-mm resolution ( invasion (see also S3 Video).
179
We used the difference between two consecutive images to detect the front of the 180 plaque (Materials & Methods), and studied the front position as a function of time.
181
Similar to the above discussion, we define the unperturbed front position d(t) as 182 position of the plaque's edge at a horizontal distance of ±3 mm away from the obstacle 183 center. Fig. 3C shows that the plaque grows at an approximately constant speed, but 184 slows down slightly over time, presumably due to E. coli entering stationary phase [30] . 185 The varying slope illustrates variation in front speed among replicates. Overall, the 
191
The constant speed model predicts the shape of the front, scaled by its width, to be 192 identical for all rhombus-shaped obstacles. To test this prediction, we repeated the Although the constant speed model successfully predicts how the front shape scales with 198 the obstacle's width and the front's distance from the obstacle, the details of the 
Reaction-diffusion modeling rationalizes limitations of constant 204 speed model 205
The constant speed model captures the general features of the front dynamics observed 206 in the phage experiment, but the deviation prompted us to study a more detailed model 207 which considers more of the details of phage propagation. In addition to understanding 208 the deviation, the more detailed model will shed light on the range of applicability of and these, with a rate constant, burst to release more phage. More complex successor 216 models focusing on the delay between infection and release of progeny phage have been 217 published [34] . We decided not to generalize these models to heterogeneous 218 environments for two reasons: (i) The appropriate parameters are not known for our 219 experiments and (ii) we want a general description that allows us to reach conclusions 220 that extend beyond the infection of E. coli by bacteriophage T7. 221 We therefore employed a coarse-grained reaction-diffusion model in which a species 222 disperses by diffusion and replicates locally with logistic growth (the local reproduction 223 rate increases linearly with population density, then decreases and reaches zero at the [32] . Mathematically, it is a generalized version of 228 the Fisher-Kolmogoroff-Petrovsky-Piscounoff equation (FKPP equation) [36] [37] [38] [39] , which 229 captures the two processes underlying a range expansion, dispersal and growth. In our 230 generalized model, the time evolution of viral population density u(x, t) depending on 231 location x and time t is given by:
where the first term describes dispersal by diffusion with an effective diffusion 233 coefficient D eff . The second term captures local logistic growth with reproductive rate 234 k eff and constant carrying capacity K. By rescaling the phage density u(x, t), we can 235 set K = 1 without loss of generality. In general, k eff will depend on the bacterial density, 236 the number of phage an infected bacterium releases (the burst size), the adsorption 237 kinetics of the phage, the rate for lysis of infected host, etc. [32] . Inside the obstacle, we 238 will set k eff = 0.
239
We used our data to estimate the values for the phage's diffusion coefficient, D eff , 240 and reproductive rate, k eff . For biologically relevant initial conditions, an unimpeded, 241 linear population front moves forward with front speed v = 2 √ D eff k eff and front width 242 parameter ξ = D eff /k eff [39] . From Fig. 3C we find that the plaque front extends with 243 a speed of about 0.2 mm/h. With a rough estimate of the diffusion coefficient of 244 0.0144 mm 2 /h ( [32, 40] , see Materials & Methods) we can determine an effective growth 245 rate of k 0 = 0.7 /h for the phage in our experiments. We assume that the phage's 246 diffusion coefficient inside the obstacle remains the same, but that no growth is possible 247 due to the lack of susceptible bacteria, thus allowing us to set k eff (x) = 0 inside the 248 obstacle and k eff (x) = k 0 otherwise. 249 We next numerically solved Eq. 2 for the four different obstacles considered This lag also manifests itself in an increased indent size ( Fig. 4D ). To test sensitivity to 258 the value of the diffusion coefficient, D eff , we repeated the analysis for the wide obstacle 259 with D eff → 3D eff and D eff → D eff /3 and found the lag to persist in both cases (S6 Fig, 260 Materials & Methods). As expected, for decreasing D eff the lag, relative to the constant 261 speed prediction, becomes smaller. Taken together, the numerical solution of the 262 reaction-diffusion model produces a lag similar to that seen in experiments of the phage 263 model system ( Fig. 4 ) even though its parameters were not derived from the front's 264 shape.
265
Where does the lag originate from and under which circumstances is the constant 266 speed model a good description? At short times and small length scales, diffusion 267 dominates the evolution of the population density. Kinks in the front will eventually be 268 rounded and small bulges in the front smoothed out. (We disregard possible number 269 fluctuations at the frontier and associated possible front instabilities [41] ). But at long 270 times and large length scales, diffusion is slow compared to the deterministic process of 271 invasion and thus the effects of diffusion are limited to small scales. This critical length 272 dividing these two regimes is given by D/v, the ratio of the diffusion coefficient D to the 273 speed of the advancing front v. Up to a prefactor, this ratio is given by the front width 274 parameter ξ = D eff /k eff and is proportional to the width of the profile, perpendicular 275 to the front, which is shown in Fig. 4E and S4 Video. We therefore expect the 276 deterministic process of invasion to play the major role in determining front shape on 277 length scales much larger than ξ, justifying the use of the constant speed model as an 278 approximate, but intuitively useful model for understanding how population spread 279 around obstacles. For our experimental system, ξ ≈ 0.1 mm which is considerably, but 280 not strikingly, smaller than the scale determining the shape of the obstacle (1 − 2 mm). 281 The simplicity of the reaction diffusion model (Eq. 2 only has two free parameters.) 282 allows us to identify two mechanisms for the lag of the front relative to the constant the front close to the position of maximum width, which leads to a slowing of the front 295 for radii of curvature smaller than ξ [39] . We therefore expect a contribution to a 296 lagging front whenever the front of the obstacle is kinked or curved (S7 Fig, panel B) . 297 Both corrections should be small in the limit L ξ (S1 Appendix), meaning that the 298 constant speed model can be used at large scales.
299
On large scales, the coarse-grained model predicts universal 300 front shape 301 Since we expect the constant speed model to successfully predict the front shape for 302 large obstacles, we can construct the front shapes for more general obstacle shapes and 303 infer general properties of front shape that are independent of the shape of the obstacle 304 (see below and the S1 Appendix), which is not possible using experiments or numerical 305 solutions alone.
306
While for rhombus-shaped obstacles the front shape is particularly simple (the front 307 consists of two linear and two circular segments only, Fig. 2G ), we now consider general 308 convex, mirror-symmetric obstacles. When the front encounters an obstacle (as when it 309 first envelops the tip of a rhombus or the front half of a circle), the shape of the front 310 remains planar. As the obstacle starts to decrease in width, each point along the 311 boundary is the source of a circular segment contributing to the front (similar to 312 Fig. 2D ) and the front thus encounters the obstacle at a 90 • angle. Eventually, a kink or 313 a "cusp" (a kink with infinite slope) forms on the far side (S8 Fig) , which heals 314 downstream from the obstacle. Note that this implies that changing the size of the 315 obstacle (without changing its shape) implies that the front's overall shape stays 316 unchanged, but gets scaled by the same factor that the obstacle size increased or 317 decreased.
318
In addition, as the kink heals downstream from the obstacle, we eventually recover a 319 scaling result similar to Eq. 1. In this respect, the front exhibits a universal behavior far 320 away from the obstacle: the perturbation inherited by the front is determined by the 321 obstacle's width, but not by its precise shape. Some quantitative predictions of the 322 constant speed model for isolated circular, elliptical and elongated tilted obstacles are 323 found in the S1 Appendix (S8 Fig, S9 Fig) . For objects that are not convex, we expect 324
a similar overall behavior. An obstacle with a complicated shape still results in a kink 325 which gradually heals as the front moves beyond the obstacle (S10 Fig, S5 Video).
326
Fate of alleles is determined by their location relative to the 327 obstacle 328 We next examine how genetic composition of a population is shaped by obstacles it 329 encounters, first predicting the obstacle's effects based on the constant speed model 330 followed by examining an experimental model system and simulations. As populations 331 expand, genetic drift leads to the local reduction of genetic diversity. Thus we consider 332 a population front that contains different neutral alleles at different positions along the 333 front encountering an obstacle whose width is greater than the width of the front that 334 each allele occupies.
335
Fig. 5A displays a series of front shapes together with a simplified set of initial allele 336 distribution indicated by orange, green, cyan, blue, and red colors. In the spirit of the 337 constant speed model, we focus on front shape dynamics alone and neglect sector 338 boundary wandering. The front segment with the cyan allele either cannot propagate 339 within the obstacle or, in the case of a virus like T7, slows down dramatically since only 340 diffusive motion is possible. Hence, this allele is lost and does not contribute to the 341 range expansion at later times. After passing the point of maximum width, the circular 342 arcs of the front in the 'shadow' of the obstacle grow due to inflation and therefore 343 alleles marked in green and blue occupy a larger fraction of the front. As the kink heals, 344 the green and blue alleles occupy the part of the frontier that lies in the shadow of the 345 obstacle. The abundance of these alleles, which were a small fraction of the initial front, 346 stays elevated even after the kink has healed. Note, however, that part of the increase in 347 allele abundance is transient since the arc length of the circular segments gets reduced 348 during healing of the kink, although the radius still grows and the front thus locally 349 experiences inflation. Fig. 5A depicts a special symmetric initial condition of allele 350 frequencies that guarantees that alleles benefitting from the inflation in the wake of the 351 obstacle (green and blue alleles) will meet precisely at the top of the obstacle. However, 352 selectively neutral, grazing alleles will meet at the top for quite general initial conditions, 353 i.e., there is always a sector boundary that gets 'pinned' at the top of the obstacle.
354
The constant speed model argues that alleles that fail to encounter the obstacle will 355 be unperturbed, those whose segment of the front entirely collides with the obstacle will 356 be eliminated, and those that graze the obstacle will be privileged because they will fill 357 in the region downstream of the obstacle. 358 We tested this idea experimentally by using fluorescent proteins as labels for 359 selectively neutral alleles. Because we could not produce expansions with fluorescent 360 phage, we used the expansion of three E. coli strains, which express different fluorescent 361 proteins. Two of the strains have been characterized previously [11] and we constructed 362 a third strain which behaves comparably for the purpose of the experiment. We created 363 heterogeneous agar plates by adding a circular membrane with an impermeable region 364 just below the top layer of agar. We then launched a linear expansion of a mixtures of 365 the three marked strains and observed them as they grew past the circle that blocked Before the population meets the obstacle, genetic drift at the population front leads 370 to separation into monoclonal regions of the three different colors [11, 43] allowing us to 371 see the effect of the obstacle. The sectors that encounter the obstacle head on are lost 372 but the two that just graze the obstacle grow in its shadow, increasing the abundance of 373 the corresponding alleles, which meet at the top of the obstacle. These features are 374 Figure 5 . Effect of obstacle on allele abundance at front. (A) Illustration of the changes in allele abundance predicted by the constant velocity model. Alleles exactly at the frontier can be (i) driven to extinction (cyan), (ii) largely unaffected by the obstacle (orange & red lines), or (iii) sweep through a substantial part of the population after grazing the corners of the obstacle (green & blue lines). The linear region of increased abundance decreases somewhat as the kink heals. (B) Spatial expansion of E. coli with three different fluorescent labels on agar plates around a circular region with reduced nutrients (white dashed circle serves as guide to eye) after approximately 1, 2, 6, and 13 days of growth. In addition to the features outlined in the text, the sector boundary, where the two grazing sectors meet to form the kink in the population front, appears to be significantly more straight than the other sector boundaries in the colony. We speculate that this behavior emerges from a combination of geometrical effects and an increased local population size at the kink. Finally, for the replicate shown here, the sector boundary behind the obstacle is aligned in the propagation direction of the front but the majority of the remaining sector boundaries display a slight bias to the right. The tilt to the right is equivalent to the chirality of sector boundaries seen for some E. coli strains in circular spatial expansions [11, 42] and the straight boundary behind the obstacle suggests that something is phenomenologically different when two sectors meet each other. (C) Results of stochastic simulations of a lattice-based model with about 600 alleles encountering a circular obstacle (gray area). Black lines are lineages together representing the genealogy of individuals at the final front position. The individual experimental replicate and simulation were chosen to highlight the features described in the main text; other replicates and simulations show the same overall behavior and are consistent with the description in the main text. obstacle. The obstacle leads to dynamics that are qualitatively similar to the bacterial 381 range expansion described above (S7 Video). Fig. 5C shows that individual alleles can 382 go extinct by two processes: the wiggling of sector boundaries caused by genetic 383 drift [5, 11, 43] and collision with the obstacle (light green to light blue sectors, Fig. 5C ). 384 The alleles that graze the corners that define the obstacle's width dominate the curved 385 part of the front during the subsequent inflationary phase (green and purple sectors, perturbations of planar waves encountering a single compact obstacle [46] . From a 427 physical perspective, when the obstacle size L satisfies L ξ, where ξ characterizes the 428 front width, considerable understanding of the perturbation is possible using a model 429 based on front propagation locally and with constant speed. In this limit, the shape of 430 the front can be found using a straightforward geometric construction that has an 431 analogy in geometrical optics (S1 Appendix). Interestingly, in this regime, a linear front 432 stays unperturbed while it envelops the obstacle, in contrast to a first intuition based on 433 a front of fluid material encountering an obstacle. Our analysis of the front shows that 434 the width of the obstacle, and not its precise shape, determines the long-term dynamics 435 of the perturbation caused by the obstacle. Extensions to many obstacles should be 436 possible in this regime. If obstacles are sparse, the healing of the perturbations implies 437 that the front speed should be only marginally reduced compared to expansion in the 438 absence of any obstacles. If obstacles are close enough to each other that the 439 perturbation from the preceding obstacle has not healed much before the next obstacle 440 is encountered, the perturbations will add up and an ensemble of obstacles will reduce 441 front velocity measured perpendicular to the front. Obstacles regularly placed on a 442 lattice are a special case: the existence of open channels, (unobstructed by obstacles and 443 much wider than the front width parameter) will allow the front to travel as fast as it 444 would without obstacles; the remaining territory will then be explored in the wake of 445 the front. This approach will complement recent studies using reaction-diffusion models 446 to study invasion in heterogeneous environments [18] . 447 If the density of obstacles is so high that no free paths connect the different 448 boundaries of the environment, the traveling wave cannot propagate around obstacles. 449 When dispersal within obstacles is possible, the population can nevertheless expand via 450 migration between regions with good growth conditions, which is essentially the island 451 scenario depicted in Fig. 1A . Invasion is not possible in a scenario where population 452 spread is hindered by a connected set of impermeable obstacles (compare to the 453 percolation threshold concept [47] ).
454
When the size of the obstacle approaches the parameter that sets the width of the 455 population front, the constant speed model breaks down. This regime can be 456 understood by numerically solving a two-dimensional reaction diffusion system (a 457 generalized FKPP equation), which rationalizes the lag between the experimentally 458 observed phage front and the constant speed model and bridges the gap to the regime 459 where the length scale of the heterogeneities in the environment is much smaller than ξ 460 and perturbations in front shape are therefore not expected.
461
When the obstacle strongly perturbs the shape of the population front, we predicted 462 that these perturbations affect the fate of alleles and lead to 'geometry-enhanced genetic 463 drift'. Analyzing the fate of lineages shows that the descendents of individuals trapped 464 in front of the obstacle or born right behind it are lost in the long term. Our results are 465 in qualitative agreement with a simulation study that demonstrated a decreased 466 probability of survival of neutral (and deleterious) mutations occurring just in front of 467 and right behind an obstacle [23] . Taken together, our results show that the long-term 468 reproductive success of an individual depends on its position relative to the obstacle the 469 population encounters as well as the random sampling that drives genetic drift, 470 expanding the list of factors that contribute to 'survival of the luckiest' [48] . Theory survive. This expansion protects deleterious mutations from extinction [49] and could 478 establish a subpopulation which is large enough to survive for a considerable amount of 479 time. This time span might be long enough for a second, beneficial mutation to occur, 480 which has implications for the crossing of fitness valleys. Because the obstacle is not a 481 population bottleneck, failure to acquire such a second mutation does not lead to a 482 reduced fitness of the population in the long-term: genotypes that passed further away 483 from the obstacle would eventually spread sideways and extinguish the deleterious allele 484 if it is not rescued by a second beneficial mutation. A true spatial bottleneck would 485 have fixed the deleterious allele and thus reduced the (absolute) fitness of the whole 486 population. The rapid evolution of phage should allow such questions to be addressed 487 experimentally in the future.
488
The models we used to describe the spread of phage populations were successful, 489 even though they ignored the details of the bacteriophage life cycle. We found that for 490 large obstacles the constant speed model is a good description for the front shape and 491 expect in consequence the effects of 'geometry-enhanced genetic drift' to hold. How do 492 these results apply to organisms whose spreading mechanism is very complex or even Similarly, although our analysis focused on single obstacles, we believe that our 502 findings can be extended to natural environments, which typically display more complex 503 heterogeneities. As a first step, by using the findings for isolated obstacles we expect to 504 be able to describe observables such as the effective front speed and an 'effective genetic 505 drift' in environments with obstacles such as those displayed in Fig. 1A . the waaC gene is involved in the synthesis of the lipopolysaccharide whose recognition 525 is essential for adsorption of the phage [51] .) Both strains were obtained from the Coli 526 Genetic Stock Center (CGSC, New Haven, CT). The susceptible strain was transformed 527 with the plasmid expressing venus YFP (resulting in strain eWM43), the resistant strain 528 was transformed with the plasmid expressing mCherry (resulting in strain eWM44).
529
E. coli -bacterial expansion. To study range expansions of bacteria with 530 different alleles, three strains of E. coli DH5α transformed with the plasmids described 531 above were used. Two of the strains were identical to those used by Hallatschek et 532 al. [11] (expressing CFP (named strain eWM282) and expressing venus YFP (named 533 strain eWM284)) and had been shown to be selectively neutral. The third strain was 534 obtained by transforming E. coli DH5α with the plasmid expressing mCherry (eWM40) 535 and showed a comparable front velocity when grown together with the two other strains 536 (see Fig. 5B ).
537
Bacteriophage T7. We originally obtained bacteriophage T7 as an aliquot from 
545
Plaque growth in randomly structured heterogeneous environments Plates 546 (outer measure: 86 mm × 128 mm) were filled with 40 ml media (2xYT, 20 g/l agar and 547 100 µg/ml ampicillin) and kept at room temperature for two nights after pouring. Plates 548 that were not used immediately after this drying period were then refrigerated and used 549 at a later point. Bacteria strains eWM43 and eWM44 were grown overnight from single 550 colonies in 2xYT with ampicillin (100 µg/ml), diluted 10 5 -fold in 2xYT with ampicillin 551 and mixed in a ratio of eWM44:eWM43=3:1. For the control experiments without the 552 resistant strain, the dilution of eWM44 was substituted by 2xYT with ampicillin. Four 553 technical replicates of the mixture and two technical replicates of the control (5 µl each) 554 were spotted onto the plate and incubated at 37 • C. After roughly 18 hours, phage T7 555 was added using a pipette tip which was dipped into an aliquot of phage stock. The 556 plate was sealed with Parafilm and individual colonies were continuously imaged using 557 transmitted brightfield and fluorescence every 20 min for 26 hours using a 558 stereomicroscope (Zeiss SteREO Lumar.V12). To provide a constant temperature 559 environment, imaging was carried out in a custom-build enclosure kept at 37 • C. During 560 the imaging time course, Parafilm broke, impairing the sealing, but plates did not dry 561 out significantly. This experiment was done in three biological replicates (and technical 562 replicates thereof). All replicates showed the behavior described in the main text. In 563 addition, as is visible in S1 Video for example, lysis of bacteria with red fluorescent 564 marker is regularly visible in the wake of the primary phage front. This is probably due 565 to phage mutants which can infect E. coli missing the gene waaC. However, this 566 observation does not influence the interpretation of our experiments since these 567 secondary plaques occur well behind the primary front, which is of interest in this work. 568
Plaque growth around obstacles of defined size and shape A detailed protocol 569 for printing the bacterial lawn is presented in S1 Protocol. In short, agar patches were 570 prepared by placing a 3.5 × 2 cm 2 piece of nitrocellulose membrane (Millipore, 0.8 µm 571 AAWP) onto solid agar, covering it with warm molten agar (2xYT medium with 20 g/l 572 agar and 100 µg/ml ampicillin) and keeping it at room temperature for two nights.
573
Plates were then refrigerated if they were to be used later. The top layer of agar was 574 PLOS 17/44 cut out together with the supporting membrane and placed onto the CD tray of an 575 inkjet printer (Epson Artisan 50) immediately before the printing process (S1 Fig) .
576
Overnight cultures of E. coli were grown at 37 • C from single colonies in 2xYT with 577 100 µg/ml ampicillin. 5 ml (strain eWM43) and 15 ml (strain eWM44) of overnight 578 culture were spun down and resuspended in 15 ml 42 % glycerol, which was used to fill 579 pristine refillable ink cartridges. (Similarly, cartridges were filled (or refilled) with 70 % 580 ethanol or deionized water and used for cleaning or flushing the printhead in the course 581 of the printing process.) The TIF viewer IrfanView in conjunction with the Epson between two layers of medium (2xYT with agar, see below). To that end, 25 ml medium 612 were pipetted into empty standard plates (diameter 8.5 cm). The prepared membrane 613 was placed onto the solidified agar and covered with 2 ml of molten agar and distributed 614 as uniformly as possible. Plates were used after two nights at room temperature.
615
Bacteria (strains eWM282, eWM284, eWM40) were grown overnight from a lawn or 616 from single colonies in 2xYT with 100 µg/ml ampicillin. Next day, overnight cultures 617 were directly mixed or mixed after tenfold dilution in water at a ratio of 1:1:1. A linear 618 inoculation was achieved by soaking a small piece of membrane with a linear edge in the 619 bacterial solution which was then placed onto the agar surface. The plates were 620 incubated at 37 • C in a closed container which also contained a beaker filled with water 621 to increase humidity. Plates were imaged regularly using a stereomicroscope (Zeiss condition. The experiments satisfying this criterion were from three different biological 626 replicates, had an unfavorable region with a diameter of between 2.0 and 3.5 mm and the 627 agar concentration was 10, 12.5 or 20 g/l and ampicillin was absent or at a concentration 628 of 100 µg/ml. All displayed the boost in allele abundance behind the obstacle, sectors 629 meeting just behind the obstacle, and a straight sector boundary behind the obstacle. image the extending front manifests itself as a bright region whose upper boundary was 643 identified using thresholding. The algorithm was tested manually since the front is 644 easily detectable by eye, although the decay in fluorescence extends to about 1 mm (S2 645 Fig) . A few frames were excluded from the analysis due to jumps in the front which 646 could be detected automatically using a threshold in local slope of front shape. Finally, 647 front position was determined from the curve of the front close to the boundaries of the 648 cropped region. Indent size was derived as the distance between the most lagging part 649 of the front and front position (after the kink has formed, i.e., curve of front was defined 650 around the axis of bilateral symmetry). The corners of the obstacles identified were also 651 used to identify the size of obstacles, which were slightly smaller than in the printing To test the generality of the experimentally observed front perturbations and to 660 investigate the lag between the constant speed model prediction and the observed 661 plaque boundary, a reaction-diffusion system was employed, specifically a generalized 662 Fisher-Kolmogoroff-Petrovsky-Piscounoff equation (FKPP equation) [36] [37] [38] [39] as outlined 663 in the main text. The FKPP equation was chosen despite the existence of more complex 664 microscopic models for phage spread [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] since it is readily parametrizable. As 665 outlined in the main text, two parameters of the FKPP equation,
the effective diffusion coefficient D eff , and the effective growth rate k eff (x) = k 0 specify 667 the front speed via v = 2 √ D eff k eff [39] in the case of a homogeneous environment (in 668 our case a homogeneous lawn of susceptible bacteria) and a planar population front.
669
(By rescaling the concentration field u(x, t), we can set K = 1 without loss of 670 generality.) Conversely, with the front speed determined experimentally, it suffices to 671 PLOS 19/44 know either D eff or k eff to fully parameterize the model for a homogeneous environment 672 and a planar front. We therefore estimated D eff and used front speed far away from the 673 obstacle (v ≈ 0.2 mm/h, Fig. 3C ) to specify k eff (x) = k 0 outside the obstacle and set 674 k eff (x) = 0 inside the obstacle.
675
The diffusion coefficient of the phage has not been measured directly for the 676 experimental conditions we employed. Depending on whether the diffusion 677 predominantly occurs in the agar, in the bacterial lawn or in a layer of liquid, the 678 diffusion coefficient is determined by the mesh size of the agar, the density of bacterial 679 cells in the lawn and the humidity. We estimated the diffusion coefficient as follows:
680
First, the diffusion coefficient of phage P22 has been used as a proxy for T7 681 diffusion [32] ; in 10 g/l agar D P22 ≈ 4 · 10 −8 cm 2 /s = 0.0144 mm 2 /h [40] . Second, as an 682 upper bound, we can estimate the diffusion coefficient in water with the phage 683 represented by a sphere with a diameter of 60 nm and a viscosity of 0.692 mPa s for 684 water at 37 • C (source: wolframalpha.com) which results in a diffusion coefficient of 685 D SE = 0.04 mm 2 /h, about a factor three larger than D P22 . Most likely, however, the 686 true diffusion coefficient is smaller than D P22 since the agar concentration in our 687 experiments is higher (20 g/l) and bacteria will restrict diffusion to interstitial regions 688 (see discussion in Ref. [32] ). We therefore also considered a diffusion coefficient three 689 times smaller than for bacteriophage P22 in agar as a third case. In all three cases, the 690 front lags behind the prediction of the model of constant speed, see S6 Fig As initial condition, a linear front profile was chosen, which subsequently developed 718 into the profile for a Fisher wave of width ∼ D eff /k 0 before encountering the obstacle 719 (S4 Video, S13 Fig) . The system of ordinary differential equations was solved using the 720 solver ode113 in MATLAB. The front was defined by a population density threshold of 721 u thresh = 0.05 (outside the obstacle) with the goal of capturing the edge of the front in a 722 PLOS 20/44 robust manner. (In parallel, we determined the front using u thresh = 0.5. In all cases 723 considered, the front determined using this criterion also showed a lag with respect to 724 the constant speed model, but subsequent analysis was limited to u thresh = 0.05.) Front 725 position was defined as the position of the front at the boundaries of the lattice, i.e., far 726 away from the obstacle on either side in the x coordinate. To study the effect of a 727 rather irregular obstacle on the shape of the front, the FKPP equation was solved for a 728 mirror-symmetric, non-convex obstacle (S10 Fig). To mimic the obstacles considered in 729 the experiments, the FKPP equation was solved for rhombus-shaped obstacles with 730 (w = 0.9 mm, h = 0.9 mm), (w = 0.9 mm, h = 1.2 mm), (w = 1.2 mm, h = 0.9 mm), and 731 (w = 1.2 mm, h = 1.2 mm). For the obstacle with (w = 1.2 mm, h = 1.2 mm) the lattice 732 spacing, the accuracy requirement of the algorithm, the distance of the boundaries from 733 the obstacle center, and the time until the population wave reaches the obstacle had no 734 influence on front shape.
735
Stochastic simulation of expansion on a hexagonal lattice of demes To 736 study the effect of the obstacle on allele abundance in the presence of genetic drift, we 737 employed a stochastic model of population growth on a hexagonal lattice, specifically a 738 set of demes with zero or one organisms per deme and stochastic growth onto 739 neighboring sites (see, e.g., [5, 45] ). A lattice model where the shape of the front has no 740 undulations simplifies analytical calculations [5] , but is not applicable here since the 741 shape of the front is a priori unknown. We therefore generalized the model of 742 unconstrained growth in two dimensions as described by Korolev et al. (Fig. 2a in 743
Ref. [5] ) to more than two alleles, see S12 Fig for a detailed description. The obstacle 744 was realized by withdrawing the ability to serve as empty or inhabitable lattice sites for 745 a set of lattice sites (marked in gray in Fig. 5C and S12 Fig) . The same holds for the 746 boundaries perpendicular to the overall front movement. (We did not choose periodic 747 boundary conditions to simplify the illustration of the ancestry in Fig. 5C.) The system 748 width was chosen to be approximately 600 times and the obstacle's radius to be about 749 approximately 80 times the distance between adjacent lattice sites. The obstacle center 750 was placed one third of the system width ahead from the originally populated lattice 751 sites and in the middle between the two boundaries to the left and right. One occupied 752 row on the hexagonal lattice with all unique alleles (i.e., colors) served as initial 753 condition. In the course of the simulation the front with these rules roughens somewhat, 754 an aspect which is not of central interest here. The ancestry of all occupied lattice sites 755 with at least one free neighboring lattice sites was determined by keeping track of the 756 history of the simulation at different points in time (Fig. 5C ).
757
We set up ten instances of the simulation and interpreted the results qualitatively.
758
The following features were clearly visible in frames which included the ancestry for all 759 instances or for the majority of instances: dynamics of the front as described Control experiment for phage spread in heterogeneous environment. Like S1 773 Video, but without patches of resistant cells. The shape of the plaque is much more susceptible to bacteriophage T7 infection 3 mm to left and right of the center of 820 the rhombus-shaped obstacle in the co-moving frame (where the front position y is to be 821 at 0) for the experiment displayed in Fig. 3B and S3 Video. Different colors represent 822 different time points where yellow corresponds to late times after the start of the 823 experiment. Different front profiles do not collapse onto each other perfectly (and do so 824 less well in other experiments), but the small differences are not expected to influence 825 our results on front shape since algorithmic front detection was checked manually. therefore is a cusp in this case.) As the kink heals, circular inflation still occurs locally, 878 but the arc length of the perturbed front is reduced. At large times during the healing 879 phase fewer and fewer circular segments contribute to the front: Finally, only those with 880 centers close to the point of maximum width are relevant. In this long time, large 881 distance limit, the detailed shape of the obstacle drops out. In addition, the coordinate 882 system and the parameter θ used to describe the circle are indicated. Assume a rhombus with width 2w and length 2h with its width parallel to a population front encountering this obstacle as sketched in Fig. 2G . The position of the population front at a given time is characterized by the distance d traveled normal to the front (Fig. 2E) . The constant speed model predicts that the front remains planar until the point of maximum width is reached (conveniently defined as d = 0, see main text and Fig. 2E ). If the speed v of the front remains constant over the relevant time interval, we have d = vt. More generally, d = t 0 v(t )dt . Note that the prediction of the front shape is independent of v(t), but we chose the term 'constant speed model' for clarity. The curved part of the front, in the shadow of the obstacle, is given by the arcs of two circles with radius d. of h (as is front shape, see Fig. 2G ) and are given by:
For d w we obtain
(2)
Other convex obstacles with bilateral symmetry
Aligned rhombus-shaped obstacles are simple in the sense that the constant speed model predicts initiation of two radial population waves simultaneously at d = 0, when the traveling wave passes the point of maximum width. This simplicity also holds true for rectangular obstacles (aligned parallel to the population front), where radial population waves are initiated when the front has just finished grazing the sides of the obstacle. For more complex obstacles, multiple radial population waves can be initiated. Let us first consider general convex obstacles with bilateral symmetry before quantifying the considerations for circular and elliptical obstacles below (see S8 Fig) .
According to the constant speed model, the front of the population wave at distance d is determined by an ensemble of paths of length d all hugging the boundary before continuing tangentially. There is thus a successive initiation of circular population waves along the boundary of the obstacle. Hence, the tangents to the front and the boundary of the obstacle form a 90 • angle after the front has passed the point of maximum width as shown in the left-most part of S8 Fig. For long times (and large distances downstream from the obstacle) the front is completely determined by segments originating around the region of maximum width (S8 Fig). The front in this limit is thus only determined by the shape of the obstacle near the point of maximum width, and ultimately only by the width of the obstacle 2w. Hence, asymptotic results such as Eqs. 2 hold independent of the detailed obstacle shape.
Circular obstacle
The above considerations for convex shapes with bilateral symmetry are conveniently illustrated with a circular obstacle. (The more general case of elliptical obstacles will be treated later.) For a circular obstacle (radius r) it is convenient to use the polar angle θ to parametrize the boundary (S8 Fig). From the constant speed model sketched above, we find the coordinates for the right part of the front parametrically as function of θ at fixed Employing the polynomial representation ofθ and keeping the lowest terms depending on r/d we obtain for opening angle φ and indent size ∆:
Note that upon identifying r with w (half the maximum width of the obstacle), the opening angle and indent size of the kink agree with our earlier result, Eq. 2, for rhombusshaped obstacles, consistent with universal large distance behavior for the kink.
Elliptical obstacle
The shape of the front encountering an obstacle shaped as an ellipse (oriented with one axis parallel to the unperturbed front) can be derived similarly. Assume here that the front encounters the ellipse parallel to the major axis of length 2a and with front direction parallel to the axis of length 2b with a > b. A parameter τ , 0 ≤ τ ≤ 2π, can be used to parametrize both the shape of the ellipse and the curve of the impinging front. Upon taking the center of the ellipse as the origin the boundary of the ellipse is given by x el (τ ) = a cos τ and y el (τ ) = b sin τ . To compute the shape of the front we need the tangent to the ellipse and the arc length of the ellipse's boundary where the path is hugging the obstacle, both of which can be derived from the parametric form. In analogy to the circular case we find for the coordinates x(τ ) and y(τ ) of the right part of the front:
where we used the incomplete elliptic integral of the second kind [1] ,
to simplify the expression. Note that the parameter τ parametrizing the ellipse is similar but not identical to the polar angle θ = tan −1 b a tan τ measured from the ellipse center. The kink forms when the wave has traveled a distance d = aE(π/2, 1 − b 2 /a 2 ), along one quarter of the ellipse perimeter. Before the kink forms, the upper limit of τ is given by the condition that the expression in square brackets in Eqs. 11 is larger or equal to 0 while after formation of the kink the upper limit of τ is given by x(τ ) ≥ 0.
To determine the shape of the kink at the moment it forms as a cusp one can set d = aE(π/2, 1 − b 2 /a 2 ) and τ = π/2 − , expand for small , and express y as a function of x resulting in:
Again, note the vanishing opening angle and the characteristic power law y(x) − b ∼ x 2/3 . 
Tilted, convex, symmetric obstacles
As indicated in S9 Fig, for large distances beyond the obstacle, the kink position slowly approaches the y-axis bisecting the projected obstacle, along a hyperbolic curve.
Analogy to Geometrical Optics
The constant speed model has a strong analogy to geometrical optics. The blue lines in Fig. 2G which mark the path of an imaginary particle at the front can be found by minimizing the path back to the front, which is equivalent to Fermat's principle minimizing the integral over optical density to infer the light path between two points [2, 3] . While the analogy to Fermat's principle is intuitive from a mathematical perspective, especially for extending predictions to more complex environments, the use of Huygens's principle gives an intuitive explanation for the construction of the wave front (black lines in Fig. 2G ). Each point along the front is the source for a radial wave. The envelope of all these waves determines the wave front at a later time which intuitively explains the circular shape of the front in the shade of the obstacle [2] . Note that, of course, there is no interference as described by the Huygens-Fresnel principle [2] .
Based on these analogies we also predict that the influence of non-perfect obstacles, which support traveling population waves with smaller speed, can be described by such a minimization procedure. Specifically, we believe that Snell's law of refraction (which can be derived from either description of geometrical optics) holds for population waves traversing boundaries between habitats in which the populations propagate with different speed.
Last, as explained in the main text, the constant speed model only is a good description of front shape if the size of the obstacle L is much larger than the front width parameter ξ. The analogous condition for geometrical optics is λ L, where λ is the wavelength. Fig, panel A) . This lagging region forms a boundary layer with a width of the order of the diffusion length ξ = D eff /k 0 . Unless L ξ, the boundary layer is significant and can lead to an apparent lag compared to the prediction of the model of constant speed. As L/ξ → ∞, the boundary layer still exists, but is only a minor perturbation of the overall front shape. Although phage diffusion into the obstacle most likely plays a role in our experiments, note that experimentally observed fronts encounter the boundary at an angle more closely resembling 90 • (Figs. 3B,4A ) than the population front originating from the FKPP equation (Fig. 4C ). Although we attribute this difference to the coarse-graining of our model (and differences in front detection), other effects in addition to the boundary layer could contribute to the lag. Further insights might arise from repeating the experiments and numerics using an obstacle with a reflecting boundary.
A second limitation arises because the constant speed model for rhombuses predicts a sudden change in the curvature of the front close to the position of maximum width, right when the circular arc arises (S7 Fig, panel B) . Large curvatures can influence front speed of a Fisher population wave. To understand this effect, consider the case of uniform curvature, i.e., a radially expanding population in two dimensions. In radial coordinates and for a radially symmetric population density u(r) the FKPP equation reads: ∂u(r, t)/∂t = D eff ∂ 2 u(r, t)/∂r 2 + (D eff /r) · ∂u(r, t)/∂r + k 0 u(r, t) (1 − u(r, t)). The second term only contributes significantly for radii of order the characteristic length ξ, but then leads to a slow-down of the wave [4] . We therefore expect a contribution to a lag of the front whenever circular arcs with initially very small radius are generated. As illustrated in S7 Fig (panel B) , for a rhombus this is the case at the point of maximum width. We expect the relative contribution of this effect to front shape to decrease with increase of the obstacle size while keeping obstacle shape constant: For a rhombus, the slow-down due to high curvature occurs when the front grazes the obstacle for small and large obstacles alike, but the overall perturbation of the front is larger for larger obstacles, diminishing the importance of the lag. For obstacles without sharp corners but smooth boundaries, such as the circles and ellipses considered above, the constant speed model also predicts the emergence of circular arcs with very small curvature, in these cases all along the boundary. We therefore also expect a lag due to large curvature of the population front close to the The Epson Artisan 50 printer prints with six cartridges containing yellow, black, cyan, magenta, light cyan, and light magenta inks. The yellow and black channels and specific driver options were heuristically chosen to minimize ambiguities in the assignment of colors to cartridges: 'CD/DVD', 'Ultra Premium Photo Paper Glossy', 'Photo', 'A4 (210 x 297 mm)', 'Borders', 'Portrait', 'Fix Red-Eye' unchecked, 'High Speed' unchecked, 'Edge Smoothing' unchecked, 'Print Preview' unchecked, 'Black/Grayscale' unchecked, 'Color Management' : 'ICM' & 'Off (No Color Adjustment)'. Margins were adjusted to ensure the pattern was printed where the agar patches were placed, which can easily be tested by printing ink on paper mimicking the agar patches.
In the course of developing the printing assay the software package Gutenprint, providing an alternate printer driver, was also used to print patterns. The settings Gutenprint provides can be used for a non-ambiguous mapping, but this approach was not followed up in the course of this work.
Filling and refilling cartridges
• Refillable cartridge set T0781-T0786 from InkjetMall (East Topsham, VT) was used for our experiments. Unfortunately, this product is no longer sold, but any refillable cartridge set compatible with the printer of choice should work for the protocol outlined above. • Cartridges were filled deionized water, 70 % ethanol and bacterial solution as described by the manufacturer. Note that filling the cartridges for the first time might differ from the procedure used to refill the cartridges. • Cartridges with bacteria were used only once, cartridges with deionized water or ethanol were refilled when necessary and if contaminations could be ruled out. • The protocol outlined below requires significantly more yellow and black cartridges than cartridges of any other color. Costs can be reduced by swapping the chips between cartridges (if possible), which allows one to use cartridges originally meant for other colors than yellow or black to be used with bacterial solution.
Printing bacteria onto agar patches
The protocol below reflects the printing assay and cartridges used in this paper, but can easily be adjusted to print two arbitrary bacterial strains.
of cartridges afterwards. 4. With Epson cartridges in printer, perform nozzle check as provided by Epson software.
Ensure all nozzles are working properly. 5. Replace cartridges by custom cartridges filled with deionized water. Perform 'head cleaning' twice to flush printhead. Perform nozzle check to ensure no ink is left in the printhead. 6. Print one pattern using software IrfanView on agar patches placed on CD tray with printer options as specified above. Transfer agar patches to agar-filled plate and incubate at 37 • C. Here, deionized water is printed and incubation of these patches thus serves to test for contaminations. 7. Replace yellow cartridge filled with deionized water by yellow cartridge filled with bacterial solution (eWM43, E. coli susceptible to bacteriophage T7 infection). Perform 'head cleaning' twice to flush bacterial solution into the printhead. 8. Print one pattern using the same settings as before and transfer agar patches to agar-filled plate. These patches serve as an estimate of how many susceptible cells are printed within the obstacle. After transfer to an agar-filled plate and incubation at 37 • C even single cells will occur as colonies which are easily detectable under a microscope. Note, however, that this test only concerns the printer driver and does not consider that printing properties can change when the the black cartridge filled with deionized water is replaced by a black cartridge filled with bacterial solution (next step). 9. Replace black cartridge filled with deionized water by black cartridge filled with bacterial solution (eWM44, E. coli resistant to bacteriophage T7). Perform 'head cleaning' twice to flush bacterial solution into the printhead. 10. Print different patterns (with two obstacle shapes each) onto patches and transfer agar patches to agar-filled plate. Incubate at 37 • C before adding phage and imaging as explained in Materials & Methods. 11. Insert cartridges with 70 % ethanol into printer. Perform 'head cleaning' twice to clean printhead. 12. Insert original Epson cartridges into printer. Perform 'head cleaning' twice to flush original Epson ink into printhead.
During the printing process, two types of errors can occur and should be corrected as follows:
• Since cartridges that are filled with deionized water or ethanol are refilled and reused, they can be reported as empty by the printer even though sufficient amount of deionized water or ethanol is still left in the cartridge. Furthermore, cartridges occasionally are not recognized by the printer. If such errors occur, the cartridge is reinserted, the protocol adjusted appropriately (e.g., by performing 'head cleaning'), and the experiment continued. • Parts of the printer can have reached their end of life, for example the ink pad storing the ink used, e.g., in head cleaning, can be full. In principle, the ink pad can
